
       gracious man of well respected means and 
resources, enlists the help of an adoption agency and 
takes home two young boys who were both very eager 
to be adopted. Upon getting them home, he gives them
a warm reception and hands each of them a list of 
chores and "do's and don'ts" that he asks them both to 
follow, and then tells them that he has to leave town on
business, not knowing when he'll be back.
    The first boy is anxious to please his new adoptive 
father, and sits right down and begins to study the list 
with an enormous amount of enthusiasm. The other 
boy just looked at the list ever so briefly, then tossed it 
aside and laughed saying, "We don't have to do all that 
stuff! He adopted us, he can't UN-adopt us!  I'm not 
going to waste my time with all those stupid rules!"

he's now asking of us as his children (as Christians), many of 
which, are for our own good.
   If we were asked (for example) to not jump on our beds, 
would we then just continue jumping up and down on them 
anyway, expecting that our new adopted father will just keep 
on forgiving us for it, and repairing or replacing that bed?  
   An improvised Romans 6:1,2, could be written like this to 
more clearly emphasize our point:

   Well, maybe some of us would, but a truly appreciative child
will learn to stop doing such things when he or she realizes 
that they'd prefer to grow in the graces of their new father, 
rather than dissapoint him by intentionally seeking excuses for
remaining immature in their understanding of God.
   Learn to first please your Father in heaven, and then see 
the peace that he will fill your heart with when he sees that 
you are joyous with his guidance for you!

   "Shall we continue in jumping on our beds, that 
replacements may abound?   Heaven forbid!  How is it 
that we, that were dead to immature rebellion towards 
God's law, can live any longer within such rebellion?"

A

 "A wise son heareth his father's instruction: but
a scorner heareth not rebuke."  - Proverbs 13:1
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